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Instrument Feature CANMARS 2016 MARS 2020 Time

(min)

Data

(kb)

Energy

(W/h)

MESR daily budget 360 64000 400

MastCam Zoom Pan-tilted mounted camera. x1 – x10

Maximum resolution: 3264 x 2448 px

HFOV: 75.5° VFOV: 56.6°

Stereo Camera, zoom capable.

Maximum resolution: 1600 x 1200 px

15 13286 2

Panorama Same than zoom Same than zoom 25 1000 25

RMI Long distance 

imagery

DSLR + Macro FOV: 1.1° Res: 4 Mpx Foc 1.4 m → ∞ 1 1000 2

WATSON Arm-mounted

wide angle 

camera

DSLR + Macro FOV: 34° Res: 13 µm Foc 20.4 mm → ∞ 2 3000 2

2. Horik1. Christian3. Helwig
SOL15 - PANCAM

1. CONTEXT

Remote field investigations using rovers is challenging, with

one limitation and asset being the capabilities of the

available image sensors. Resolution, zoom and field of view

for imagery instruments are obviously important but the cost

of using these (time, energy, bandwidth) strongly impact how

the traverse will be performed in the field [1].

OBJECTIVES:

In this presentation we examine how the CSA Mars

Exploration Science Rover (MESR) imagery instruments (on

board and stand-in) [2] were used to interpret elements of

the stratigraphic reconstitution during the CANMARS 2016

Analogue Mission.

Summary goals of the mission [3]:

a) Assess paleoenvironmental habitability potential;

b) Assess potential and preservation of biosignatures

potential.

Figure 1:

MESR tracks are shown by

the red line; red dots indicate

the stops during traverses.

Mission days (SOL) and

reference names are

indicated when relevant for

this case study. Arrows from

yellow dots point to

emplacements on the

panorama (Figure 2).

Yellow dots indicate where

whitish siltstones exposures

(white area on the map) were

observed and interpreted; the

red line indicates the rover

traverse and the red dots the

stops during traverses.

2. METHODS

• In-simulation duration: 39 SOL. 2015 cycle: [SOL1-SOL11]. 2016 cycle: [SOL12 to

SOL39].

• Each optical instrument serves as an equivalent for those on the Mars2020 rover.

• Resources consumption for proper deployment (time, data usage, energy) are

determined for each instrument, as well as technical specifications (Table 1).

• Only in-simulation knowledge is considered for the present contribution.

Optical instruments technical overview:

• MASTCAM: mounted on a mast with pan-tilt capabilities. Can collect 360° panoramas or

single frames (zoomed images) using the x1 to x10 optical zoom.

• Remote Micro Imager (RMI): High resolution, long distance capable, narrow angle

camera. Component of the SUPERCAM array (along with VISIR, LIBS, RAMAN).

• WATSON (The Wide Angle Topographic Sensor for Operations and eNgineering): Arm-

mounted, high-resolution and wide field of view camera. Best suited for near-distance or

microscope imagery. Being arm-mounted, possible angles for image acquisition are

greater than MastCam.

Table 1:

Optical instruments deployed on MESR and equivalent for Mars 2020. MESR daily available resources budget is shown on line 1.

[FOV → Field of View] [HFOV → Horizontal FOV] [VHOV → Vertical FOV] [Res → Resolution] [Foc → Focus] [px → Pixel]

a.
b.

~ 1 m

A. SOL12 – ZOOMCAM

Waypoint 1. CHRISTIAN
B. SOL13 –

WATSON

C. SOL15 – ZOOMCAM mini-mosaic

Waypoint 2. HORIK

D. SOL16 – RMI

5 cm

Figure 2:

This mosaic obtained during the SOL15 cycle near the location 2 (Horik) is a an assemblage of 34 single picture reprocessed into

a 360° panorama. Horik, as an outcrop exposing a relatively well preserved stratigraphic suite, was first recorded as a possible

POI during SOL12 and later as a destination after it was observed from location 1 (Christian) ~ 150 meter to the north. Between

SOL 15 and SOL19, due to the observation of possible well preserved paleochannels in sandstone and the interesting

stratigraphic column, most instruments, (SUPERCAM, abrasion tool, drill, WATSON, RMI) were put at use at this emplacement.

Next target was toward the area near location 3 (Helwig) to study the banded layers outcrop and possible other exposures.

MESR presence in the panorama is useful to estimate the spatial scale locally.

Figure 3:
[A] Apparent sandstone, selected as a target for WATSON

during SOL13. White silty patches noticed.

[B] Sandstone confirmed using the WATSON instrument.

Grains can be easily discriminated.

[C] Possible sandstone interbed (a) overlying white siltstone

units (b) either in-situ or detached.

[D] Well preserved detached siltstone slab, mixed with

colored gravel, using RMI.

3. MODEL FOR THE BASE UNIT

Sandstone outcrops a few m2 in area, and light-coloured

deposits (Fig. 1 in white) generally characterize the base of the

stratigraphic column in the study area, and is the lowest

accessible layer. The sandstone outcrop, Horik, (Figs. 1, 2, 3)

seems to have preserved the stratigraphy of the underlying

whitish siltstone mixed with bright-coloured, subrounded, low

sphericity gravel (Fig. 3.D) in successive siltstones-sandstone

interbedding (Fig. 3.A). Similar siltstone facies was found at

Helwig and Christian (Fig. 2). One interpretation is that the

sandstone outcrop covering subsequent silt-stones/sandstone

interbedding was eroded for most of the site except for Horik,

leaving exposed siltstones. Transition between sharply defined

layers (silt/sandstone) is indicative of a change in depositional

energy resulting from a shift in the paleo-fluvial environment.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Rationale in resources use when choosing which optical instruments: Zoom images acquisition require time

and bandwidth, but are cheap on energy; panorama require instead time and energy but are cheap on bandwidth

(Table 1). Depending on the use of other instruments or the length of the traverse, a key resource would be more

easily available than another and would influence our choices for the imagery acquisition for that cycle. As a

remediation when resources were scarce and images were nevertheless required, a subset of a panorama or a

RMI array could satisfactorily replace a zoom image and still meet expectations for that task objectives.

Summary:

• Satellite and rover-based multi-instrument imagery were essential to interpret the

depositional dynamic of the base layer and indeed at all points in the mission,

coupled with geochemical and mineralogic data.

• From the distribution of the white mantle, up to a specific site where layering was

preserved, scale of the investigative tool needed to be adjusted to best address the

obvious assumptions; Sharply defined siltstones to sandstone layering imply

changing depositional environment, with corresponding swift change in energy in

regard to the paleo-stream dynamics.

• Workflows and procedures were produced to efficiently scale imagery as well as

quickly stitch multiple products and create derived data products (e.g., stereo

imagers) for daily rover planning use by the science team.

FIGURE 4:
• Interbed siltstone/sandstone layers (Fig. 3, features a.

and b.)

• Sandstone may be featured by fossilized stream

channels

• Finely layered siltstone mixed with gravel Fig. 3D

Sandstone (possible arenite)

Sandstone, channels

Sandstone

Siltstone mixed 

with gravel


